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ABSTRACT

Generic C++ Implementations of Pairwise Sequence Alignment: instantiation for local alignment

Xiao Yang

Although there are already several C implementations of pairwise sequence alignment in the EMBOSS library for bioinformatics, all of them are quite independent of each other. The main purpose of this project is to develop a generic application to unify the different implementations and to provide the developer with the capability to develop a pairwise alignment algorithm with little effort.

C++ template technology provides high levels of performance and reusability of programming abstractions. The template mechanism in C++ is used in this project to achieve generic algorithm. An alignment algorithm is defined as a function object, which will be passed as a parameter to a generic implementation of dynamic programming. In this report, the local alignment algorithm of Smith-Waterman is instantiated.

This application provides two kinds of reusability: generic algorithm reusability and function objects reusability.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Bioinformatics Preliminaries

In the last few decades, advances in molecular biology and the equipment available for research in this field have allowed the increasingly rapid sequencing of large portions of the genomes of several species. Before long, the DNA sequence of the complete human genome will have been completely determined. This achievement might seem an end in itself, but it is really only the beginning [10].

In fact, up to date, many bacterial genomes, as well as those of some simple eukaryotes and more complex eukaryotes have been sequenced in full. The Human Genome Project, designed to sequence all 24 of the human chromosomes, is also progressing and a rough draft was completed in the spring of 2000. Popular sequence databases, such as GenBank and EMBL, have been growing at exponential rates. This flood of information has demanded the careful storage, organization and indexing of sequence information [3].

The sum of all this information is enormous and its potential in our understanding of life processes, if rightly explored, is far-reaching. In order to exploit this wealth of information a new field of science has arisen that combines biology and medicine on one side with mathematics, statistics and computer science on the other side. This new field of science is known as bioinformatics [15].

Bioinformatics is a new area where biology, medicine, computer science, mathematics and information technology are merged into a single discipline. Moreover,
Bioinformatics is the recording, annotation, storage, analysis, searching and retrieval of nucleic acid sequence, protein sequence and structural information. This includes databases of the sequences and structural information as well methods to access, search, visualize and retrieve the information.

There are three main aims of bioinformatics. First is to organize data to allow researchers to access existing information and to submit new entries when they are produced. While gathering accurate data is essential, the information stored in these databases is useless unless they are analysed. Thus, this leads to the second objective, which is to develop new algorithms and statistics with which to assess relationships among members of large data sets. The third aim is to develop and implement tools that enable efficient access, management and analysis of different types of information; moreover, to use these tools to analyse and interpret various types of data including nucleotide and amino acid sequences, protein domains, and protein structures.

Traditionally, biologists examined the data individually and compared them only with a few that are related. With the aid of computational techniques, we can now conduct global analyses of all available sequences and enable the discovery of new biological insights as well as to create a global perspective from which unifying principles in biology can be discerned.

The molecular sequences we are studying and those we find in the database that provide useful information are related to each other by having a common ancestor in the genomes
in some ancient organism. Molecular sequences that share a common ancestral molecular sequence are referred to as homologous. Homology is not directly observable. It is inferred from the observation of sequence identity, or similarity. Therefore, homology is a conclusion drawn that the two genes share a common evolutionary history. Homology is not a matter of degree, at any given position in alignment, sequences and individual positions either share a common ancestor or they do not.

Historically, bioinformatics as a concept was invented to describe the task of handling, presenting and analysing large amounts of sequence data. Today, due to intense efforts at a number of large research centres throughout the world, data can be rather easily accessed by anyone over the Internet and World Wide Web servers. As a consequence, it is currently almost an everyday activity in most molecular biology labs to screen these sequence databases to find sequence homology of a particular gene.

Sequence alignment aims to provide an explicit mapping between the residues of two or more sequences. These techniques are central to modern molecular biology. The main goal of sequence alignment is to enable researchers to determine whether two sequences display sufficient similarity such that an inference of homology is justified. When choosing the appropriate algorithm, it depends on the type of problem we need to solve. Suppose we are searching in protein and DNA databases, it is best to use local alignment methods, i.e. to find the strongest similarity between two sequences and ignore the differences outside the most similar region. When we have two homologous sequences and we are comparing the overall pattern of the two, it is better to use global alignment
methods. Also, we may distinguish the sequence alignment methods into pairwise alignments, which involve only two sequences, and multiple alignments, which compare more than two sequences.

1.2 Contributions

The research work for this project was supervised by Prof. G. Butler. The study was started in September 2002. First we worked to understand the fundamental concepts of bioinformatics, especially focused on pairwise sequence alignment algorithms. Second we began to study the EMBOSS libraries for the C implementations of pairwise alignment algorithms. Third we started another learning session to understand the methodology of generic programming and STL. Then we began our final implementation of pairwise sequence alignment algorithm using the template mechanism and the dynamic programming algorithm in C++ to represent a generic algorithm and a specific objective function.

The major contribution of this report is an implementation of the pairwise sequence alignment algorithm using generic programming in C++. In spirit of this engineering design approach, our implementation will provide a generic skeleton for pairwise alignment algorithm in C++, which will overcome the common drawbacks from the C implementations such as dependency on the algorithm, lack of reusability, and difficulty to maintain. The motivation for this major report is two fold: first, to enable the user to instantiate any kind of pairwise alignment algorithm with little effort by re-using several components; second, to give flexibility at implementing the method. To achieve the goals of flexibility, reusability and ease of maintenance, this major report will carefully design
the skeleton, identify the common entities of a pairwise alignment method and use
generic programming technology based on templates.

1.3 Joint Effort

This project is a joint project, in cooperation with Yan Zhang. We shared the
understanding of bioinformatics domain technology and discussion the methodology of
object-oriented programming and generic programming. We worked together in the
following components of this project:

- Framework design and implementation
- Objective function common interface design

The following contents may be similar in our major report:

- Experiment data
- Recommendation for the future work

We implemented global alignment algorithm and local alignment individually.

1.4 Pair Programming

There are two developers involved in this project. Actually it is not just pair
“programming”, it is also pair working. We did not work separately as solo programmer.
From the beginning of the project, we are working in same physical place, discussing and
analyzing the requirement, coming out with a design together. In the code and unit test
phase, we applied pair programming by sitting in front of the same desktop from time to
time.
According to our experience of pair programming in this project, and the paper "The Costs and Benefits of Pair Programming" [6], the following advantages can be highlighted:

1. **Teamwork**: It is pair programming that let me understand the spirit of teamwork. From my experience in this project, collaborating with the other person means sharing ideas, understanding our differences and compromising.

2. **Review code**: Today, almost everyone in software engineering field knows how important the code review and code inspection are. Code review can catch the errors in the early stage. Pair programming is the perfect way to carry out code review; the pair shares the same domain background of code and same domain knowledge. Every line of the code is produced by two people. So the review is effective.

3. **Be creative**: Exchanging / sharing the ideas can be creative. Thinking out loud and brainstorming are two good ways to share and exchange ideas.

4. **Be productive**: Pair programming with code review can produce a high quality product. Sharing ideas can quickly lead to a solution.

### 1.5 Outline of the report

The organization of this report is as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the Pairwise Sequence Alignment. Chapter 3 describes the Generic Programming and STL as needed in this report. Chapter 4 briefly presents the requirements. Chapter 5 covers the Object-Oriented Design and C++ implementation of our Basic Sequence Algorithms using C++ template mechanisms. Chapter 6 presents the experimental results. Chapter 7 discusses the use of
the application. Finally, Chapter 8 presents the conclusion of the report and the future work.
2 Pairwise Sequence Alignment
2.1 Introduction

Sequence alignment is a crucial operation in bioinformatics and genomics research. An alignment refers to the procedure of comparing two or more sequences by looking for a series of individual characters or character patterns that are in the same order in the sequences. Early in the days of protein and gene sequence analysis, it was discovered that the sequences from related proteins or genes were similar, in the sense that one could align the sequences so that many corresponding residues match. This discovery was very important, since strong similarity between two genes is a strong argument for their homology (that is, for an evolutionary relationship) [8].

In sequence alignment, two or more strings are aligned together in order to get the highest number of matching characters. Gaps may be inserted into a string in order to shift the remaining characters into better matches. Typically a scoring function, substitution or scoring matrix is used to rank different alignments so that biologically plausible alignments score higher. The task of optimal sequence alignment is to find the best possible alignment for a given scoring function and set of sequences.

In an optimal alignment, non-identical characters and gaps are so placed to bring as many identical or similar characters as possible into vertical register. Two types of sequence alignment have been recognized: global and local. The global alignment optimizes the alignment over the full-length of the sequences. In local alignment, stretches of sequence with the highest density of matches are given the highest priority [23].
The rationale behind the comparison of sequences may be manifold. Above all, the theory of evolution tells us that gene sequences may have derived from common ancestral sequences. Thus it is of interest to trace the evolutionary history of mutations and other evolutionary changes. Comparison of biological sequences in this context is understood as comparison based on the criteria of evolution. For example, the number of mutations, insertions, and deletions of bases necessary to transform one DNA sequence into another one is a measure reflecting evolutionary relatedness.

There are many features of sequence alignments that give interesting information. For example, a closer analysis of the alignment can reveal which parts of the sequences that are likely to be important for the function, if the proteins are involved in similar processes. In parts of the sequence of a protein, which are not very critical for its function, the random mutations can accumulate more easily. In parts of the sequence that are critical for the function of the protein, hardly any mutations will be accepted; nearly all changes in such regions will destroy the function.

2.2 Substitution Matrices

Early sequence alignment programs used unitary scoring matrix. A unitary matrix scores all matches the same and penalizes all mismatches the same. Although this scoring is sometimes appropriate for DNA and RNA comparisons, for protein sequence alignments using a unitary matrix amounts to proclaiming ignorance about protein evolution and structure.
In bioinformatics, scoring matrices for computing alignment scores are often based on observed substitution rates, derived from the substitution frequencies seen in multiple alignments of sequences. Every possible identity and substitution is assigned a score based on the observed frequencies of such occurrences in alignments of related proteins. The score is calculated from the frequency of occurrence of a match of the two individual amino acids in evolutionarily related sequences, and provides a measure of a chance alignment of the two amino acids [8].

This score will also reflect the frequency that a particular amino acid occurs in nature, as some amino acids are more abundant than others. Higher scores indicate that the probability that those two amino acids aligned by chance is very small, and lower scores indicate a high probability the two amino acids aligned by chance, and are evolutionarily unrelated. Thus, identities are assigned the most positive scores, frequently observed substitutions also receive positive scores and matches that are unlikely to have been a result of evolution, but are more likely indicative of unrelatedness at that position, are given negative scores.

Matrices with scoring schemes based on observed substitution rates are superior to simple identity scores, or scores based solely on sidechain moiety similarity. The two most commonly used types of scoring matrices are the PAM matrices [25] and the BLOSUM matrices [13].
PAM (Percentage of Acceptable point Mutations per years) matrices are based on global alignments of closely related proteins. The PAM 1 matrix is calculated from comparisons of sequences with no more than 1% divergence. Scores are derived from a mutation probability matrix where each element gives the probability of the amino acid in column X mutating to the amino acid in row Y after a particular evolutionary time, for example after 1 PAM, or 1% divergence. A PAM matrix is specific for a particular evolutionary distance, but may be used to generate matrices for greater evolutionary distances by multiplying it repeatedly by itself. However, at large evolutionary distances the information present in the matrix is essentially degenerated. It is rare that a PAM matrix would be used for an evolutionary distance any greater than 250 PAMs (see Table 1).

Table 1: The log odds matrix for PAM250 (multiplied by 10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>-2 1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-3 1 0 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>-2 1 1 1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>-3 1 0 -1 1 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>-4 1 0 -1 0 0 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>-5 0 0 -1 0 1 2 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>-5 0 0 -1 0 1 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>-5 -1 -1 0 0 -1 1 2 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>-5 -1 -1 0 -1 -2 2 1 1 3 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-4 0 -1 0 -2 -3 0 -1 -1 1 2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>-5 0 0 -1 -1 -2 1 0 0 1 0 3 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>-5 -2 -1 -1 -1 -3 -2 -3 -1 -1 -2 0 0 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>-2 -1 0 -2 -1 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>-5 -2 -1 -2 -1 -3 -2 -3 -2 -1 -2 0 0 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>-2 -1 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 2 4 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>-5 -2 -1 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>-3 -3 -5 -4 -5 -3 -6 -5 -5 -5 -4 -5 0 1 1 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>-6 -2 -5 -6 -6 -7 -4 -7 -7 -5 -3 2 -3 -4 -5 -2 -6 0 0 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whereas the PAM matrices have been developed from global alignments, the BLOSUM (BLOcks SUBstitution Matrix) matrices are based on local multiple alignments of more distantly related sequences. For instance, BLOSUM 62 (see Table 2), the default matrix
in BLAST, is a matrix calculated from comparisons of sequences with no less than 62% identity. Unlike PAM matrices, new BLOSUM matrices are never extrapolated from existing BLOSUM matrices, but are always based on local multiple alignments. So, the BLOSUM 80 matrix is derived from a set of sequences having 80% sequence identity [8].

Table 2: The log odds matrix for BLOSUM62

```
      A  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  K  L  M  N  P  Q  R  S  T  V  W  X  Y  Z
  A  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1
  C  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  D  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  E  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  F  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  G  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  H  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  I  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  K  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  L  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  M  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  N  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  P  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  Q  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  R  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  S  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  T  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  V  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  W  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
  Y  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

The level of relatedness of a set of sequences, therefore, directly effects which scoring matrix is most appropriate for aligning the set, whether or not it is a PAM or a BLOSUM matrix. Comparisons of closely related sequences should use BLOSUM matrices with higher numbers and PAM matrices with lower numbers, and BLOSUM matrices with low numbers and PAM matrices with high numbers are preferable for comparisons of distantly related proteins. A single matrix may nevertheless be reasonably efficient over a relatively broad range of evolutionary change.

2.3 Gap Penalties
The concept of a gap in an alignment is important in many biological applications, because the insertion or deletion of an entire subsequence often occurs as a single mutational event. Moreover, many of these single mutational events can create gaps of quite varying sizes. At the protein level, two protein sequences might be relatively similar over several intervals but differ in intervals where one contains a protein subunit that the other does not. One concrete illustration of the use of gaps in the alignment model comes from the problem of cDNA matching [12].

Gaps help create alignments that better conform to underlying biological models and more closely fit patterns that one expects to find in meaningful alignments. The idea is to take into account the number of contiguous gaps and not only the number of spaces when calculating an alignment.

The simplest choice is the constant gap weight, where each individual space is free, and each gap is given a weight of $W_s$ independent of the number of spaces in the gap. A generalization of the constant gap weight model is to add a weight $W_s$ for each space in the gap. In this case, $W_g$ represents the cost of starting a gap; called the Opening Gap Penalty [8], which is a penalty for the initiation of the gap in the sequence or structure. To make the match more significant you can try to make the gap penalty larger. It will decrease the number of gaps. Alternatively, $W_s$ can represent the cost of extending the gap by one space, called the Extension Gap Penalty, which is applied for increasing an already existing gap by one residue. If you do not like long gaps, just increase the extension gap penalty. As well as in the opening gap penalty case, increasing an
extension gap penalty may increase the significance of the match. This leads us to the affine gap weight model. This is called affine gap weight model because the weight contributed by a single gap of length \( q \) is given by the affine function \( W_g + q W_r \). This form of penalty function is referred to as affine and has efficiency advantages over more elaborate penalty functions [12]. The constant gap weight model is simply the affine model with \( W_g = 0 \).

It has been suggested that some biological phenomena are better modeled by a gap weight function where each additional space in a gap contributes less to the gap weight than the preceding space. In other words, a gap weight is a convex, but not affine function of its length. Finally, the most general gap weight that might be considered is the arbitrary gap weight, where the weight of a gap is an arbitrary function of its length \( q \). The constant, affine and convex weight models are restricted cases of the arbitrary weight model.

2.4 Dynamic Programming

The term Dynamic Programming originally only applied to solving certain kinds of operations research problems, just as Linear Programming did. In this context it has no particular connection to programming at all, and there is a mere coincidence of name. In the context of programming, Dynamic Programming is an important algorithm technique which belongs to the theory of optimization.

Dynamic Programming is efficient in finding optimal solution for cases with lots of overlapping subproblems. It solves problems by recombining solutions to subproblems,
when the subproblems themselves may share sub-subproblems. In order to avoid solving these sub-subproblems several times, their results are computed and memorized, starting from the simpler problems, until the overall problem itself is solved. To apply Dynamic Programming for finding optimal solutions, the problem under concern must have optimal substructure. Optimal substructure means that the optimal solutions of local problems can lead to the optimal solution of the global problem.

Dynamic Programming was the brainchild of an American Mathematician [2], Richard Bellman, who described the way of solving problems where you need to find the best decisions one after another. In the forty-odd years since this development, the number of uses and applications of Dynamic Programming has increased enormously [4].

Dynamic Programming is a most fundamental programming technique in bioinformatics. It is particularly important in bioinformatics as it is the basis of sequence alignment algorithms for comparing protein and DNA sequences. Dynamic Programming for sequence comparison was independently invented in several fields, many of which are discussed in [24]. An introduction to Dynamic Programming in the wider context of string comparison can be found in [12]. Needleman and Wunsch [21] are often attributed as the first application of Dynamic Programming in molecular biology, while slightly different formulations of the same algorithm were described in [26] and [29].

With the variant of the Dynamic Programming algorithm first published in [11], it became possible to compute optimal alignments with affine linear gap penalties in time
proportional to the product of the lengths of the two sequences to be aligned. This was a speed-up by one order of magnitude compared to a naive algorithm using this more general gap function. A further breakthrough in alignment algorithms development was an algorithm that could compute an optimal alignment using computer memory only proportional to the length of one sequence instead of their product [17].

In the bioinformatics application, Dynamic Programming gives a spectacular efficiency gain over a purely recursive algorithm. It converts what would be an infeasible \(O(2^N)\) algorithm to an \(O(N^2)\) one. The standard dynamic programming algorithm requires storage of at least one \(mxn\) matrix in order to calculate the alignment. On current computers, this is not a problem for protein sequences, but for large DNA sequences, or complete genomes, space requirements can be prohibitive. Linear-space algorithms for dynamic programming [20] overcome this problem by a recursive strategy, albeit at some sacrifice in execution time.

2.5 Local Alignment: Smith – Waterman algorithm

Dynamic programming algorithms that locate optimal alignments of two sequences are central techniques for the comparison of biological sequences or three-dimensional structures. The algorithms can be divided broadly into those that seek to find a global or local alignment between the sequences. Global alignment methods [21] optimize the score for alignment over the full length of both sequences, and are most appropriate when the sequences are known to be similar over their entire length. Local alignment methods [27] allow the common sub-regions of the two sequences to be identified and are appropriate when it is not known in advance if the sequences being compared are similar.
Local alignment methods are effective in locating common sub-domains between long sequences that otherwise share little similarity. This feature makes such algorithms suitable for scanning large sequence databases for similarities to a newly determined sequence.

The Smith-Waterman algorithm [27] is perhaps the most widely used local similarity algorithm for biological sequence comparison. The algorithm identifies the single highest scoring sub-sequence alignment and allows for gaps (insertions/deletions). However, it is often true that there may be more than one biologically important alignment between two sequences. For example, a protein domain may be repeated, or domains may be shuffled within multi-domain proteins.

Waterman and Eggert [28] have shown how the Smith-Waterman algorithm may be extended to locate the second-best and subsequent local alignments with minimal recalculation, subject to the primary restriction that the different alignments should not intersect.

Smith and Waterman [27] compute an optimal local alignment by defining $H_{ij}$ as the local similarity measure between the partial sequences $a = a(1), a(2), \ldots a(i)$, and $b = b(1), b(2), \ldots b(j)$. They define $H_{ij} = 0$ when either $i=0$ or $j=0$ and show that

$$H_{ij} = \max \left\{ \begin{array}{l} \max_{l \geq 1} \{H_{i-1,j-l} - w_l\} , \\ \max_{k \geq 1} \{H_{i,j-k} - w_k\} , \end{array} \right\} .$$

(2)
In this case

\[ S(a, b) = \max_{i, j} \{ H_{ij} \}. \]  

(3)

The zero boundary conditions and the critical extra zero in (2) are all that is needed to turn a global alignment algorithm into a local one. From this point on, the theoretical development will deal only with global alignment.

Both (1) and (2) are defined using the classical notion of a gap as containing inserted or deleted members in just one of the two sequences. When gaps are allowed to contain unmatched residues from both sequences, then it is straightforward to see that (1) becomes

\[ S_{ij} = \max \left\{ S_{i-1,j-1} + s(a(i), b(j)), \max_{\max\{k, l\} > 0} \{ S_{i-l,j-k} - w_{k+l} \} \right\}. \]  

(4)

In equation (4) there are two terms on the right hand side:

1. This is the case where \( a(i) \) and \( b(j) \) are matched with each other in the optimal alignment. In this case, the optimal alignment score is the similarity score of aligning \( a(i) \) with \( b(j) \) plus the optimal score from aligning the remainder of the sequences.

2. In this case, alignment ends with a gap. There are inserted residues in \( a \) if \( l > 0 \) and in \( b \) if \( k > 0 \).
Both (1) and (2) present serious computational problems as they stand. For sequences of length \( m \) and \( n \), the computation time for the alignment algorithm is \( O(mn \max\{m, n\}) \) if the recursions are executed as written. For the extended definition of gap the situation is even worse, since a naive application of (4) requires \( O(m^2n^2) \) computer time to execute. Fortunately, these algorithms can all execute in \( O(mn) \) time when gap costs are affine, as was shown by Gotoh [11]. Replacing his distance-minimizing notation with similarity maximizing notation, we can write (1) as

\[
S_{ij} = \max \{S_{i-1,j-1} + s(a(i), b(j)), P_{ij}, Q_{ij}\},
\]

where

\[
P_{ij} = \max_{k \geq 1} \{S_{i,j-k} - w_k\}
\]

and

\[
Q_{ij} = \max_{l \geq 1} \{S_{i-l,j} - w_l\}.
\]

Note: \( P \) and \( Q \) can be called auxiliary arrays and are often used in dynamic programming.

Gotoh proved that

\[
P_{ij} = \max \{S_{i,j-1} - w_1, P_{i,j-1} - \beta\}
\]

and that

\[
Q_{ij} = \max \{S_{i-1,j} - w_1, Q_{i-1,j} - \beta\}.
\]
The advantage of (8) and (9) is that both $P_{ij}$ and $Q_{ij}$ can be computed in just two steps each, so that only a few steps are required for each $ij$ pair.

When the notion of gap is generalized, equation (4) can be rewritten as

$$S_{ij} = \max \left\{ S_{i-1,j-1} + s(a(i), b(j)), P_{ij} \right\},$$

(10)

where

$$P_{ij} = \max_{\max\{k, l\} > 0} \{S_{i-1,j-k} - w_{k+l}\}.$$  

(11)

The computation of $P_{ij}$ seems to require $(i - 1) \times (j - 1)$ steps. However, following Gotoh's reasoning, we deduce

$$P_{ij} = \max \left\{ S_{i-1,j} - w_1, S_{i,j-1} - w_1, \max_{\max\{k-1, l\} > 0} \{S_{i-1,j-k} - w_{k+l}\}, \right\}$$

$$= \max \left\{ S_{i-1,j} - w_1, S_{i,j-1} - w_1, \max_{\max\{k, l\} > 0} \{S_{i-1,j-k} - w_{k+l}\}, \right\}$$

$$= \max \left\{ S_{i-1,j} - w_1, S_{i,j-1} - w_1, \max_{\max\{k, l\} > 0} \{S_{i-1,j-k} - w_{k+l} - \beta\}, \right\}$$

(12)

Thus the computation of both $S_{ij}$ and $P_{ij}$ requires only a few steps, making the overall algorithm execute in time $O(mn)$. 
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3 Standard C++ and Generic Programming
3.1 C++ Standard Library

Before we start to explain generic programming, let us have a short look at what we mean by Standard C++ Library. The diagram, Figure 1, below is meant to be a road map. It gives you an overview of the content and structure of the Standard C++ Library.

![Diagram of Standard C++ Library](image)

Figure 1: Overview of Standard C++ Library

*Data Structures and Algorithms* are based on a proposal made by Alexander Stepanov and Meng Lee of Hewlett-Packard. The proposal was submitted to the ISO/ANSI committee and accepted as part of the standard in 1994. The design of these libraries is a demonstration of generic programming, a novel programming paradigm that separates data structures from algorithms. Function objects are another category of components in
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the Standard C++ Library; they are used as parameters to data structures and operations and are a powerful means in generic programming. Allocators were added later on, in order to make the data structures more flexible and adaptable to different memory allocation schemes.

**Internationalization** is supported by the Standard C++ Library by means of the locale class and its facets. This component was designed and suggested by Nathan Myers in 1994. Major design issues were discussed and resolved until 1996.

**Streams Input and Output** is the next generation of IOStreams. The new standard IOStreams is a templatized and internationalized component for text and binary input and output. It aimed for staying compliant with the notion and design of the traditional IOStreams. However, fundamental changes were introduced over the time.

**Miscellaneous** comprises everything else. There is a string class. There is a hierarchy of exception classes, some of which are thrown by the runtime system of the language itself. Another set of classes is for numeric problems; there is a complex number class template and a numeric array. The numeric array uses sophisticated template idioms, so-called expression templates, in order to serve as a high-performance building block for matrices and multidimensional arrays.

### 3.2 Generic Programming

Generic programming is about generalizing software components so that they can be easily reused in a wide variety of situations. In C++, class and function templates are
particularly effective mechanisms for generic programming because they make the generalization possible without sacrificing efficiency [1].

Generic programming has indeed, potentially, major advantages over "one-shot" programming, since genericity makes it possible to write programs that solve a class of problems once and for all, instead of writing new code over and over again for each different instance.

The two advantages that we stress here are the greater potential for reuse, since generic programs are natural candidates for incorporation in library form, and the increased reliability, due to the fact that generic programs are stripped of irrelevant detail, which often makes them easier to construct. Finding the right generic formulation that captures a class of related problems can be a significant challenge, whose achievement is very satisfying [7].

Thanks to parameterization, generic programming allows to abstractly represent data structures and to efficiently implement algorithms [19]. The main features of this paradigm are given by the following three statements.

- The generic expression of an algorithm only needs few hypotheses on the data it uses.
- A specialized version of an algorithm, e.g. dedicated to a particular data type, can always override the generic implementation. Nevertheless, there are no syntactic
differences between using the generic or a specialized form, and no loss in efficiency.

- The translation of an algorithm dedicated to a data type into a generic algorithm does not incur a significant overhead at run-time.

Please note that generic programming should not be confused with genericity: generic programming is an intensive use of genericity for a software architectural purpose, especially for the design of algorithm implementation, whereas the use of genericity in oriented-object programming is usually restricted to utility classes and procedures.

Generic programming highly relies on object-orientation since the notions of class, encapsulation, information hiding, inheritance, overloading and genericity are required. However, inclusion polymorphism [5] is excluded from the generic programming paradigm because, in the context of scientific numerical computing, implementation of algorithms has to be efficient and because dynamic bindings would cause an unacceptable overhead at run-time.

If, according to Meyer [16], genericity can be considered as part of the object paradigm, it is mostly used to replace macros by procedures, and to build utility classes, where a parameter usually represents a data type.

Unfortunately, the “classical” use of genericity is not well suited to numerical computing. Thus, genericity helps to write the algorithm only once, i.e., for any input type, but the
use of the classical object-oriented paradigm prevents us from obtaining efficient computations.

We propose two rules that help to better define generic programming.

1. Operation polymorphism (keyword virtual in C++) is excluded because dynamic binding is too expensive. In other words, abstract methods are forbidden. As a consequence, inheritance is only used to factor method implementation and to declare attributes that can be shared by several subclasses.

2. Inclusion polymorphism is excluded. In other words, the type of a variable (static type) is exactly that of the instance it holds (dynamic type). As a consequence, each container manages exclusively objects with the same dynamic type.

These rules may seem drastic; however, C++ is a multi-paradigm language and the use of generic programming can be limited to some critical parts of code, dedicated to intensive computation, the other pieces of the software can still have a classical object-oriented design.

3.3 The Standard Template Library

The C++ STL is a powerful library intended to satisfy the vast bulk of your needs for containers and algorithms, but in a completely portable fashion. This means that not only are your programs easier to port to other platforms, but that your knowledge itself does not depend on the libraries provided by a particular compiler vendor and the STL is likely to be more tested and scrutinized than a particular vendor's library [9].
A fundamental principle of software design is that all problems can be simplified by introducing an extra level of indirection. This simplicity is achieved in the STL using iterators to perform operations on a data structure while knowing as little as possible about that structure, thus producing data structure independence. With the STL, this means that any operation that can be performed on an array of objects can also be performed on an STL container of objects and vice versa. The STL containers work just as easily with built-in types as they do with user-defined types [14].

A Container is an object that stores other objects (its elements), and that has methods for accessing its elements. In particular, every type that is a model of Container has an associated iterator type that can be used to iterate through the Container's elements [22].

The STL includes the following container classes: vector, list, deque, set, multiset, map, multimap, hash_set, hash_multiset, hash_map, and hash_multimap. For the most part, these classes and most other STL classes can be considered and used like any other library classes. If a desired functionality is needed, one needs only to find the desired class and read its documentation a bit to start using it.

The STL was originally designed around the algorithms, which are templatized functions designed to work with the containers. A concept that is used heavily in the STL algorithms is the function object or Functor. A function object has an overloaded operator (), and the result is that a template function cannot tell whether you have
handed it a pointer to a function or an object that has an **operator ()**; all the template
function knows is that it can attach an argument list to the object as if it were a pointer to
a function.

Iterators are central to generic programming because they are an interface between
containers and algorithms: algorithms typically take iterators as arguments, so a container
need only provide a way to access its elements using iterators. This makes it possible to
write a generic algorithm that operates on many different kinds of containers, even
containers as different as a vector and a doubly linked list.

The STL defines several different concepts related to iterators, several predefined
iterators, and a collection of types and functions for manipulating iterators. Iterators are
used to traverse the elements within a container. Iterators are very similar to smart
pointers and have increment and dereferencing operations. An iterator is not a general
pointer, but is an abstraction of the notion of a pointer [18].

Instead of developing algorithms for a specific container, they are developed for a
specific iterator category. This strategy makes it possible to use the same algorithm with
a variety of different containers. STL iterators excel in performance and
interchangeability, but have limitations when you are trying to maintain encapsulation or
employ polymorphic behavior.
The STL addresses several problems with previous C++ container libraries in a new and innovative way. The basic goals of STL are:

1. **Flexibility** The use of generic algorithms allows algorithms to be applied to many different structures. STL's generic algorithms work on native C++ data structures such as strings and vectors.
2. **Efficiency** STL containers are very close to the efficiency of hand-coded, type-specific containers.
3. **Easy-to-learn Structure** The library is quite small owing to the high degree of generality.
4. **Theoretical foundation** The library bases its theoretical foundation on a "semi-formal" specification of the library components.

STL has several disadvantages that one must learn to live with if STL is chosen:

1. Absolutely no error checking. This means that if the programmer makes an error, an error may or may not occur when the erroneous instruction is made, but it will put the program in an unstable state (e.g. Writing off the end of an array).
2. Access to the exact source that you are using may be difficult, so if you need specific information about code details, they may not be accessible.

STL has several advantages:

1. Any good C++ programmer will know the syntax and typical uses of STL, meaning that code can be read by others easily.
2. It is an extremely fast implementation of most of the generic containers and algorithms that a programmer would need.

3. They are debugged and ‘guaranteed’ to be correct.
4 Requirements
4.1 Requirements and analysis

This report will implement a generic application using C++ template technology for pairwise alignment algorithms. EMBOSS is a C library for bioinformatics algorithms. EMSOSS is the wide use bioinformatics tool, in which there are several pairwise alignment algorithms that have been implemented in C. Many users are familiar with EMBOSS, so to make our tool more user friendly, our application will use the same command line parameters and formats for input and output as the EMBOSS library.

4.2 Skeleton

We propose a generic C++ implementation based on a skeleton or template for the algorithm. We categorize the basic ingredients of pairwise alignment algorithms so as to identify the main entries of the skeleton.

Output: EMBOSS has standard output for pairwise alignment algorithms, which is represented by three lines:

- The first line shows the first sequence.
- The third line shows the second sequence.
- The second line has a row of symbols.

The symbol is a vertical bar wherever characters in the two sequences match, a space wherever there is a deletion/insertion on either sequence, a colon wherever the score of characters in the two sequence are positive, otherwise a single dot. A horizontal bar may be inserted in either sequence to represent gaps.

Input: Pairwise alignment algorithms requires the following data in order to calculate the optimal alignment:
• Common input data format either the name of a file or the actual data.

• Scoring matrix file used when comparing sequences. By default it is the file 'EBLOSUM62' (for proteins) or the file 'EDNAFULL' (for nucleic sequences).

• Gap open penalty is the score taken away when a gap is created.

• Gap extension penalty is added to the standard gap penalty for each base or residue in the gap.

• Output file for the optimal alignment.

Data storage: Pairwise alignment algorithms use the same trace-back method to find the optimal solution. A Matrix is a good data structure to store score data and trace directions.

Main Procedure: There is no standard main procedure for pairwise alignment algorithm. By checking the alignment applications in EMBOSS or other alignment algorithm applications, we have observed that the main procedure looks the same for different algorithms, although different applications use different methods.

4.3 Algorithm

Pairwise alignment algorithms are optimization problems consisting of:

• Initialization function

• Gap penalty function

• Trace back function

Pairwise alignment algorithms seek the alignment with the maximal score value, called the solution.
5 Generic C++ Design and Implementations

This project presents a C++ implementation of a framework for pairwise sequence alignment and presents how to obtain an implementation of pairwise sequence alignment for a concrete problem, namely the local alignment.

5.1 Overview of design

Figure 2 shows the class diagram of the framework for pairwise sequence alignment in UML. The major classes in this framework include: the AlignmentDP, the WaterObjFunc, the Cmatrix, the Sequences, the Alignment, and the Utility.

The class AlignmentDP is a template class and is the principle engine of any pairwise sequence alignment algorithm obtained by instantiating this framework. It is responsible for initializing all the objects needed for the pairwise sequence alignment algorithm and executing the pairwise sequence alignment algorithm passed as parameterized function object. The class WaterObjFunc defines the local alignment algorithm and implements all the method required as a function object.

The class Cmatrix is a template class and defines the matrix that is used to store score data and trace information. The class Sequences defines a data structure for the raw data, which are biological sequences in the context and all operations performed on it. The class Alignment defines a data structure for output of an optimal alignment. The class Utility is a utility class, which extracts user command lines parameters and generates data necessary to instantiate above objects.
In order to design the framework to unify the different implantations of the pairwise alignments algorithms, we did a careful review of the existing alignment algorithm applications. As given in the previous chapter, we see that some entities, such as input, output, data storage, and main procedure are completely algorithm independent.

To make this framework generic, the template mechanism in C++ is used in this report to achieve a generic implementation. Moreover, a C++ parameterized component is employed to represent a pairwise alignment algorithm as a function object that the framework named generic implementation of dynamic programming should be able to accept as a parameter.

The class interfaces in the framework are described in the following subsections.
Figure 2: Class diagram in UML
5.2 Application Framework

5.2.1 Template Class AlignmentDP

The AlignmentDP is a template class, which accepts pairwise alignments algorithms as function object as well as input sequence, matrixes and output Alignment object. It provides following functionalities:

- Initialization: initialize all the objects defined in the framework.
- Execution: calls for the execution of the algorithm passed as parameterized component, which is implemented as function object.

```cpp
template <class T>
class AlignmentDP{
private:
  Alignment             myAlignment;
  Sequence&             sequenceA;
  Sequence&             sequenceB;
  CMatrix<double>&      scoreMatrix;
  CMatrix<int>&         traceMatrix;
  T&                    objectiveFunction;

public:
  void getOptimalAlignment(Alignment& myAlignment);
  void calculateSimilarity(Alignment& myAlignment);
  void traceBack(Alignment& myAlignment);
};
```

Figure 3: The AlignmentDP class

Since we need a framework in this application, to which any pairwise alignment algorithm could fit in, we choose the parameterized object function as the key abstraction of the generic component. This component is going to be the principle engine of any
alignment algorithm obtained by instantiating this framework. In such a design process we have to abstract from existing algorithm and we came up with the class AlignmentDP.

The AlignmentDP class in Figure 3 implements three methods:

- `getOptimalAlignment`: initializes Score matrix, fills each cell in Score and Trace matrix as well as calculates similarity between both sequences. All the objective functions are called in this function.
- `calculateSimilarity`: creates the symbols string and calculates gap number, similarity number and identity number based on the match/mismatch between two sequences.
- `traceBack`: creates alignment from the trace matrix.

### 5.2.2 Class WaterObjFunc

The WaterObjFunc class is an object function class for the local algorithm to be demonstrated in this framework, which is a solution of a problem instance for any pairwise alignment algorithm such as global alignment algorithm, semi-global alignment algorithm and local alignment algorithm. Any pairwise alignment algorithm is defined as a function object in this framework. The users who employ this framework must provide a complete definition and implementation of their function object.

A simplified affine local alignment algorithm is defined and implemented in this report. The Figure 4 shows the detailed local alignment algorithm implemented:
Initialization:

\[ S[0][0] = 0; \]

\[ S[i][0] = S[0][j] = 0; \quad (0 < i < \text{length of sequence A}, \ 0 < j < \text{length of sequence B}) \]

Assignment: assign similarity score for each cell in the matrix.

Iteration:

for(int i = 1; i < length of sequence B; i++) {

    for (int j = 1; j < length of sequence A; j++) {

        \[ S[i][j] = \max( S[i-1][j-1] + S[i][j]; \]

        \[ \max( S_{i-1,j} - \text{open penalty}; S_{i+1,j} - \text{extension penalty}); \]

        \[ \max(S_{i,j-1} - \text{open penalty}; S_{i,j} - \text{extension penalty}); \]

        0;

    }

}

Figure 4: Local Alignment Algorithm implemented in this report

The class WaterObjFunc in the Figure 5 is used as a private data member in the class AlignmentDP.
class WaterObjFunc{
private:
    double openPenalty;
    double exentionPenalty;
    CMatrix<double>& subMatrix;
    double LowerBound
    int x_position;
    int y_position;

public:
    WaterObjFunc(double open, double exention,CMatrix<double>& sub)
    void initializeMatrices(CMatrix<double>& scoreMatrix,CMatrix<int>& traceMatrix,
        Sequence& a, Sequence& b)
    double extendAlign(CMatrix<double>& scoreMatrix)
    double gapAtSequenceA(CMatrix<double>& scoreMatrix,CMatrix<int>& traceMatrix)
    double gapAtSequenceB(CMatrix<double>& scoreMatrix,CMatrix<int>& traceMatrix)
    double gapPenalty(int gapLen)
    void findStartPosition(CMatrix<double>& score,Alignment& myAlignment);
    void evaluate(CMatrix<double>& scoreMatrix,CMatrix<int>& traceMatrix,double case1,
        double case2, double case3);
    void setPosition(int x, int y);
    void printOutputFileHeader()
    bool isEndPoint(CMatrix<double>& scoreMatrix, int x_index, int y_index)
};

Figure 5: The WaterObjFunc class

The WaterObjFunc class implements the following methods:

- **initializeMatrices**: Initialize Score Matrix and Trace Matrix.
- **extendAlign**: calculate the score value if moving to diagonal cell.
- **gapAtSequenceB**: calculate the score value if moving to left cell.
- **gapAtSequenceA**: calculate the score value if moving to up cell.
• evaluate: evaluate above three moving case value to determine the next moving
direction.
• setPosition: set the x_position and y_position of the cell in the matrix.
• findStartPosition: return the start index in sequence string.
• isEndPoint: return the end index in sequence string.
• printOutputFileHeader: print the algorithm name, gap penalty value used,
extention penalty value used, and output file name.

5.2.3 Template class Cmatrix

The Cmatrix class is a template class, which is designed to store score data and trace
information. In this framework, a double type score Matrix holds double values and an
integer trace matrix holds integer values are instantiated. Applying a move to the next
cell may result in an improvement or a deterioration of the objective function value – the
score value in our case. Without additional control, such a process can cause a locally
optimal solution to be re-visited immediately after moving to the next cell.

5.2.4 Class Sequence

The Sequence class keeps raw data -- Proteins or DNA/RNA character string of biology
molecular, which will be aligned in this framework. The Sequence class provides five
methods:
• find: find the index of given character in the given string.
• getLen: return the length of character string.
• getAt: return the character in given index.
• isProtein: return TRUE if string is Proteins.
• GetStr: get raw data of the biological sequence in string format.

5.2.5 Class Alignementt

The Alignment class keeps two character strings, which contain insertion and deletion information inside sequences, as well as a string of symbols, which presents insertion and deletion, similarity and identity information. It also provides functionality to print out optimal alignment.

The Alignment class implements two methods:

• setAlignmentLen : set the length of the alignment based on the sequence length and insertions/deletions.

• printAlignment : print out the optimal alignment.

5.2.6 Class Utility

The Utility class provides the basic functionalities to extract user command line parameters such as input biology sequences, substitution Matrix and gap penalty in order to generate data necessary to instantiate above classes.

5.3 Procedure for instantiation of a pairwise alignment algorithm

Any pairwise alignment algorithm can be defined as a function object, which will be passed as a parameter to thus framework. The following demonstrates the generic procedure of how to instantiate a pairwise alignment algorithm in this framework. In this report a local alignment algorithm is instantiated and served as an example, see Figure 5.
#include "Utility.h"
#include "WaterObjFunc.h"
#include "NeedleObjFunc.h"
#include "AlignmentDP.h"

void main(int argc, char **argv){
    Utility myUtility(argc, argv);
    if(!myUtility.parsingParameters()){
        printf("Invalid command lines parameters, please repeat operation again!\n");
        return;
    }
    //initialize all the data structure:
    double openPenal = myUtility.getOpenPenalty();
    double extentionPenal = myUtility.getExtentionPenalty();
    Sequence sequenceA(myUtility.getSequenceA(),myUtility.getSequenceType());
    Sequence sequenceB(myUtility.getSequenceB(),myUtility.getSequenceType());
    Alignment myAlignment(myUtility.getSequenceA(),myUtility.getSequenceB());
    CMatrix< double > scoreMatrix(myUtility.getSequenceALength()+1,
                                myUtility.getSequenceALength()+1);
    CMatrix< int > traceMatrix(myUtility.getSequenceALength()+1,
                                myUtility.getSequenceALength()+1);
    //Initialize objective function
    WaterObjFunc myObjectFunction (myUtility.getOpenPenalty(),myUtility.getExtentionPenalty(),
                                myUtility.getSubMatrix());
    //NeedleObjFunc
    myObjectFunction(myUtility.getOpenPenalty(),myUtility.getExtentionPenalty(),myUtility.getSubMatrix());
    //create Alignment instance
    AlignmentDP< WaterObjFunc > myInstance(sequenceA, sequenceB, scoreMatrix,
                                             traceMatrix, myObjectFunction, myAlignment);
    //AlignmentDP< NeedleObjFunc > myInstance(sequenceA, sequenceB, scoreMatrix,
                                             traceMatrix, myObjectFunction, myAlignment);
    myInstance.getOptimalAlignment(myAlignment);
    myObjectFunction.printOutputFileHeader();
    myAlignment.printAlignment();
    return;
}
Figure 6: Instantiation Procedure

First, a pairwise alignment algorithm needs to be defined and implemented as an object function, that is, all the methods requested as a function object must be implemented as well as its unique methods.

Second, the framework takes the newly defined function object as a parameter pass to the template version of the AlignmentDP application.

In the source code level, the following three steps need to follow to run a new pairwise alignment algorithm:

1. Include its header file for a new pairwise alignment algorithm
2. Create an objective function for a new pairwise alignment algorithm by providing the type of object
3. Create an alignment instance for a new pairwise alignment algorithm
6 Test Results
6.1 Introduction

The design of these tests is to show the correctness of the implementation of the local alignment algorithm. We present three pairs of test data for validating the implementation in this report. The first two Hemoglobin Alpha chain (hba_human)/Hemoglobin beta chain (hbb_human) and Rattus Norvegicus cxc4 protein sequence (Rattus Norvegicus)/Rattus Norvegicus cxc4 protein sequence (Rattus Norvegicus) are pairs of protein sequences and the other Dasypus Novemcinctus / Didelphis Virginiana is a pair of nucleic acid sequences

For the pairs of protein sequences, the scoring function has open-gap-penalty =10, extension-gap-penalty = 0.5, and the substitution matrix is EBLOSUM62.

For the pair of nucleic acid sequences, the scoring function has open-gap-penalty = 10, extension-gap-penalty = 0.5, and the substitution matrix is EDNAFULL.

6.2 Test Data

Protein sequence 1: hba_human:

VLSPADKTNVKAAGKVGAHAGEYGAELERMFSLPFTTGYFPHYFDLISHGSAQVKGHGKVDALTNAHAVDDMPNALSALSDLHAKLRVDPVFKNKLLHCLLVTIAHLPAEFTPAVHASLDKFLASVSTVLTSKYR

Protein sequence 2: hbb_human:

VHLTPPEKSAVTALWGKVNDEVVGEALGRLLLVYVPWTQRFFSGDSTPDAVMGNPKVKAHGKKVLAGFSDGLAHLDNLKGTATLSELHCDKILHVDPFRLGNVLVCLAHHFGEFTPPVQAAYQKVAGVANALAHKYH

Protein sequence 3: Rattus Norvegicus
Protein sequence 4: Cyprinus Carpio

MEYDHIFDNSSDSGSDGFDFDELCDDLKVSNFQKIFPLPVYGIIFVGLIGNGLVVL
VMGFQKSKMNTDKYRHLICADDLFVLPWAVAAASGHFGFVCIVTMYILTNL
YSSVLLILAFISLDRLAVRATNSQFRRVILAEKVYLGVWLPASLTVPDLVFVAKHD
TGMNICTELTYPQNTWVKAVRFQHIIFVGFPLLPGIIIIGCIIISLKSLKNSKQAL
KRKALKITTIVILIFCFICWLPLYCAGILVDTLVMLNVISHTCFLEQQGKEWIFFTEAFL
FHCCLNPILYAFLGKFKSSAQHALNSMSRGSSLKILSKGKRGHSSVSTESESSSSFHSS

Nucleic acid sequence 1: Didelphis Virginiana

GCAAGTCTGCATACCAAGTACAGCCACCTTTAAGAAGTTATATAATAGCAGAACAGG
CTGGTACAGCACAAAAATGCGACTGACCATACACACCTCTGTAACCCACCCCCACCGG
AGACACCGAGTGAATAATTAACGCTATAGCAGCTATACAGCTAAACAAAAAT
TATTGAGCTCTGGTCAATAGACCAACGGCAGCAGCTATACAGCTAAACAAAAAT

Nucleic acid sequence 2: Dasypus Novemcinctus

GCAAGTATCAACACACACATGAGATGCGCCTCTCAACTCTATTAGATCAGAAGGAAAC
CATCAAGTACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACAC
ATTATAAGGTTTGATATTTATATATTCTGCTGCCAGCAACCGGCTCATACGATATACCAAAAT
ATAGTTATCGGGTAAGCGGTGTAAAGACACCTAGACAAATAGGTTAAACCCCTTACT
CGCTGGAAAAAGCTTTAGTTAGGATAGCAGCTATACAGCTAAACAAAAAT
TGACTACAGGATAGCTAGCAACCGGATTAGATACCCACTATGCTAGGCCTACTA
ACATCAAAACAGTTCAACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACAC
CTTCAAGGGCTTGCGGCTTTACATCTCTTTATCTAGAGGAGCCCTGTTTCTACGATATACCAAAAT
ACCCCGTATACCTACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACAC
ACCTTTAAAGGTGCTTCCGACAGTACTAGTTCGACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACAC
ATTATAAGGTTTATATTTATATATTCTGCTGCCAGCAACCGGCTCATACGATATACCAAAAT
ATAGTTATCGGGTAAGCGGTGTAAAGACACCTAGACAAATAGGTTAAACCCCTTACT
CGCTGGAAAAAGCTTTAGTTAGGATAGCAGCTATACAGCTAAACAAAAAT
TGACTACAGGATAGCTAGCAACCGGATTAGATACCCACTATGCTAGGCCTACTA
ACATCAAAACAGTTCAACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACACAC
6.3 Test Result

The following results are obtained by running the generic AlignmentDP application implemented in this report.

6.3.1 Test Output for aligning human protein sequences

Smith-Waterman local alignment.
Gap opening Penalty : 10.0
Gap extension Penalty: 0.5
Output file name : Alignment_output.txt
Alignment length: 145
Gaps: 8
Identity: 63/145 (43.4%)
Similarity: 88/145 (60.7%)
score : 293.5

sequence 1: 2 LSFADKTVKAKGKVHAGEYGAELERMFLSFPTTHTYFPH-DLS-
sequence 2: 3 LTPEEKSAYLWCKV--NVDEVSCGKSVGRLVYVPWQRFFESFGDLST

sequence 1: 50 ----HGSAQVKGHGKKVADALTSNVAHDDDMPNLALSLSDLHAKLKLVDP
sequence 2: 51 PDAVMNPKVKAGKKGKLFGSDLGAAHLGDLNKGTFATLSLHCDKDLHVDP

sequence 1: 96 KNFKLSSHCVLWTLAHLPAEFTPAVHASLDKFLASVSTVLTN
sequence 2: 101 ENFRLGVLVCLAHFFPGKEFTFPPQAYQKVVAGVANLAKY

6.3.2 Test Output for aligning Rattus Norvegicus and Cyprinus Carpio

Smith-Waterman local alignment.
Gap opening Penalty : 10.0
Gap extension Penalty: 0.5
Output file name : Alignment_output.txt
Alignment length: 357
Gaps: 12
Identity: 225/357 (63.0%)
Similarity: 276/357 (77.3%)
score : 1117.0

sequence 1: 1 MEIYTS---DNYSEEVGSQDYSNKEPCFRDENENFNYLPTYFIPL
sequence 2: 1 MEYDHIFFDN-SSDSCSSDPFFD-ELCDLVSDSPQKFILFPVYYCIFV

sequence 1: 48 TGIGVGLLILVGMGYQKKLRSMRDKYRLHLSVADLLFVITLPFWAVDAMA
sequence 2: 49 LGIIGNLVALVLSMFQKKSNMRTDKYRLHLSSDLNLLFVFTLPFWAVDAAS
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6.3.3 Test Output for aligning Didelphis Virginiana and Dasypus Novemcinctus

Smith-Waterman local alignment.
Gap opening Penalty : 10.0
Gap extension Penalty: 0.5
Output file name : Alignment_output.txt
Alignment length: 781
Gaps: 81
Identity: 568/781 (72.7%)
Similarity: 568/781 (72.7%)
score: 2072.0

sequence 1: 98 DWYFGKFLCKAVHIIYTVNLVILAFISLDRYLAIVHATSQSRKL 147
 sequence 2: 99 GWHFVGLCFVTNNMVLYSLVILAFISLDRYLAVSNAQNSQFRKV 148
 sequence 1: 148 LAEKAVVGYGVWIPALLLVIPDIIIFADSVOGDGRYIECDRLYF---DSLMMV 194
 sequence 2: 149 LAEKVIYGLVWIFPPSLTVPDVFVHFQMTICELTYPLQGTWKA 198
 sequence 1: 195 VFQFHIMVGLILPGIVILCCYIIISLSH-SHKGHQ-KRALKTVTILI 242
 sequence 2: 199 VFQFHIFVGFLPPLGLIIITCYIIISKLSXkAQALKRALKTVTILI 248
 sequence 1: 243 LAFFACWLYYGISIDSFILEVIKQGCEFESVHKSIFTEALAFFHC 292
 sequence 2: 249 LCFFICWLYPCAGILVDEMLNVISHTCFLKEQLEGWIFTEALAFFHC 298
 sequence 1: 293 CLNPILYAFGLAKKSSAHLNSRSGSRLSKGKRKGHSVST/VSE 342
 sequence 2: 299 CLNPILYAFGLGVKSARNA/SISRSSHMLTK-KRBPSSVST/ESE 346
 sequence 1: 343 SSFSSH 349
 sequence 2: 347 SSSVLSS 353
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6.4 Test Result From Water application in EMBOSS

The following results are obtained by running the online application Water in EMBOSS at the link: http://csc-fserve.hh.med.ic.ac.uk/emboss/water.html.

6.4.1 Test Output for aligning human protein sequences

**File: hba_human.water**

```
# Program: water
# Rundate: Tue Jul 15 10:51:55 2003
# Align_format: srspair
# Report_file: hba_human.water
#
# Aligned_sequences: 2
# 1: HBA_HUMAN
# 2: HBB_HUMAN
# Matrix: BLOSUM62
# Gap_penalty: 10.0
# Extend_penalty: 0.5
#
# Length: 145
# Identity: 63/145 (43.4%)
# Similarity: 88/145 (60.7%)
# Gaps: 8/145 (5.5%)
# Score: 293.5
#
```

| HBA_HUMAN | LSPADKTNVKAANGKVGAGHAGYEYGAEALEREFMFLSFPTKTYFPHF-DLS- | 49 |
| HBA_HUMAN | NHVAGNVLCVLHAEHMGREFTPQAVATQKVVAGVANA | 95 |
| HBB_HUMAN | LTPEEKSAVTALUGKV--NVDKEVGEALGRNULLVVPWTQRFESFGLAST | 50 |
| HBB_HUMAN | PDAVMNPKVKAVHKKVLGAPSDGLAHDLNKGGTFATLSELHCDKHLVDPE | 100 |
| HBA_HUMAN | VNFKLLSHCLVTLAAHLPAPAEFTPAPVHASLDKFLASVSTVLSKY | 140 |
| HBB_HUMAN | ENFRLGNOVNLVCAHLHGFKEFPPVQAAATQKVVAGVANALAHKY | 145 |

*Figure 7: An output file for Water application in EMBOSS*
6.4.2 Test Output for aligning Rattus Norvegicus and Cyprinus Carpio

Local: , vs ,
Score: 1117.00

```
Local:  
Score: 1117.00

|   | 1 | MEFYDHIFFDN.SSDSGGDFDFD.D.ECLDLKVSNDPQKIFLPYYV 43 |
|   | 1 | MEIYTS...DNYSEEVGSQYDSNKCFRDFDNNFPRFFPTIY 42 |
|   | 44 | GIIIIFVGLIGWGMLVVMGFQKKSKNMTDKYRLHLSIADLVLFT 88 |
|   | 43 | FIIFIITGVNGNLIVLVMGYQKIKLSMTDKYRLHLSVADLLFLVT 87 |
|   | 89 | LPFWAVDAESGWFGFQFLCVTNMITYLNYSVSLILAFISLDY 133 |
|   | 88 | LPFWAVDAMADYWFGKFLCKAVHHYVTINVLYSVSLILAFISLDY 132 |
| 134 | LAVVVATNSQFRRVLAEKIVILGWLPSLTPDVLVFAKVHD 178 |
| 133 | LAVVVATNSQFRRVLAEKIVILGWLPSLTPDVLVFAKVHD 178 |
| 179 | GMIINICELTYLQGNTVRAKVRGQHIFIHFQGHFCFQHPQGILPIILTLCYCI 223 |
| 178 | DSRICRDLFY...DSLVMVQFQHCIMGVILGMVILSCYCI 219 |
| 224 | ISKLSKNISGGQALKRLTETTVILICFICWLPYCAIILVDTLV 268 |
| 220 | ISKLSKNISGGQALKRLTETTVILICFICWLPYCAIILVDTLV 268 |
| 269 | MLVISHHTCEGQGKKEWHFTEALAYHCCNLFYALGVKES 313 |
| 263 | LLEVQKGCQESVVKHSISIALAFCCNLFYALGVKES 307 |
| 314 | KSARNAVGISIR.RSHKMLT.KRGPISISSVEESESSLSS 353 |
| 308 | SSQHALNSGSSKLISKRGGHSSVEESESSFSSSS 349 |
```

%id = 65.22  
% Overall %id = 63.74  
% Overall %similarity = 80.00  
% Overall %similarity = 78.19

6.4.3 Test Output for aligning Didelphis Virginiana and Dasypus Novemcinctus

Local: , vs ,
Score: 2120.00

```
|   | 1 | GCAAGTTTCCGCTAC.CCAAGTAGAATGCCCCCTTTAGTGCTTTAAT 44 |
|   | 1 | GCAAGTTTCCGCTAC.CCAAGTAGAATGCCCCCTTTAGTGCTTTAAT 44 |
|   | 45 | ATTACGCAAAAAAGGACTGCTACGGCAGCAAAATGACGAGCAT 89 |
|   | 45 | ATTACGCAAAAAAGGACTGCTACGGCAGCAAAATGACGAGCAT 89 |
| 90 | AACACCTTTCTTACCACACACCCACCGGGGACGACGATCGATTAA 134 |
| 71 | AACACCTTTCTTACCACACACCCACCGGGGACGACGATCGATTAA 134 |
| 135 | AACACCTTTCTTACCACACACCCACCGGGGACGACGATCGATTAA 134 |
| 83 | AACACCTTTCTTACCACACACCCACCGGGGACGACGATCGATTAA 134 |
```
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6.4.4 Discussion and Summary

From the test results presented in this section, we observed that the test results produced by the generic AlignmentDP application implemented in this report aligned to the result generated by the online application Water in EMBOSS. But the accuracy of the local alignment algorithm instantiated in this report for protein sequences is better than it for nuclei acid sequence. Because we only implement the fundamental local alignment algorithm, which however is different from the local algorithm for the application Water in EMBOSS.

The reason why the algorithm implemented in this report is not the same as the one implemented in Water application in EMBOSS:

- There is no requirement for this report to implement the same algorithm as that of Water application in EMBOSS.
- The detail implementations of the pairwise local alignment algorithm in this report is different from them in EMBOSS, which determines our output will be different from the one generated by water application in EMBOSS. The major difference in these two algorithms is:

1. In this application, we only implements a simplified affine local algorithm, the gap penalty is calculated based on the open-penalty and the score and trace value in the direct left/right proceeding cell respectively, that is, only one step proceeding gaps is calculated as extension penalty.
2. In EMBOSS, Water application is the really affine local algorithm, it keeps scoring, tracing as well as two additional score, insertion in x-axis (Ix) and insertion in y-axis (Iy), which are then fed into the scoring matrix to take account of the additional types of gap, all the gap penalty is being added to a preceding gap (as opposed to a gap being added to a preceding base), so, the cell with the minimal gap penalty is selected in the corresponding row or column.

- Applications in EMBOSS are evolving. The EMBOSS package when we started our report was the release 2.5.0, but the current release is 2.8.0. There is about one year gap in between. We did not reflect the changes in the pairwise local alignment algorithm instantiated in this report to align to the current Water application in EMBOSS. For example, by comparing the result below generated from the Water application in EMBOSS on November 20th, 2003 with the one in Figure 7, we can see that the Water application is evolving because the similarity and identity are different.

```
Local: LTVWSF vs YPGKESF
Score: 293.50

LTVWSF
3
```

```
GDLSTFAVGMNPVKHGGKVLGDDLAHLDNKGTFATLSE
46
```

```
LHCDKLHVDPENFRLGGNVLCVLAHGKEFTPPVQAAYQKVVA
91
```

```
LHAHKLRVPNFKLLSHCLLVTLAALPAEFTPAVHASLDKFLA
86
```

```
GVALANALHKY
136
```

```
SVSTVLTSKY
131
```

%id = 45.99
Overall %id = 43.15
%similarity = 64.23
Overall %similarity = 60.27
Although the pairwise local alignment algorithm implemented in this report is not the exactly same as the one implemented by the Water application in EMBOSS, the main object of this report is to develop a generic application, defined as a framework, to unify the different implementations of any pariware alignment algorithms and to provide the developer with the capability to develop a pairwise alignment algorithm with little effort. The purpose that we put their experimental result here is to demonstrate:

- The framework AlignmentDP works correctly with the pairwise local alignment algorithm instantiated in this report.
- How easier to instantiate a pairwise local alignment algorithm using this generic application.
- The user can use the same input and output formats as they are in EMBOSS, which property will make the user accept this application easily.

The framework AlignmentDP has also been instantiated by a global algorithm reported in [30]. The test results can be found from section 5 in [30].
6.5 Application Usage

Figure 4 presents a sample display of the implementation of the local alignment algorithm.

![Figure 4: A sample display of the implementation of the local alignment algorithm](image)

Now we briefly describe the usage of the application:

- Type the application name alignmentDP at the DOS > prompt, then followed by two text files that each contains a biological sequence in the FASTA format.
- Display one-line description of the application.
- Prompt you for input information: Gap opening Penalty, Gap extension Penalty, and Output file name.
6.6 Mandatory Parameters

Many users are familiar with EMBOSS, so to make our tool more user friendly, our application will use the same command line parameters and formats for input and output as the EMBOSS library. The following parameters are needed for running the application at the command line:

- **[-asequence]** `sequence` Required text file for Sequence A in the FASTA format which should be in the same folder of executable file.

- **[-seqall]** `sequence` Required text file for Sequence B in the FASTA format which should be in the same folder of executable file.

- **-gapopen** `double` The gap open penalty is the score taken away when a gap is created. The best value depends on the choice of comparison matrix. The default value is 10.0

- **-gapextend** `double` The gap extension, penalty is added to the standard gap penalty for each base or residue in the gap. This is how long gaps are penalized. Usually you will expect a few long gaps rather than many short gaps, so the gap extension penalty should be lower than the gap penalty. An exception is where one or both sequences are single reads with possible sequencing errors in which case you would expect many single base gaps. You can get this result by setting the gap open penalty to zero (or very low) and using the gap extension penalty to control gap scoring.

- **-datafile** `CMatrix<double>` This is the scoring matrix file used when comparing sequences. This file should be in the same folder of executable file. By default it is the file 'EBLOSUM62'.
7 Conclusions and Future work
7.1 General Conclusion

This application is a tool, which generates optimal solution for a simplified affine gap-penalty local alignment algorithm, and with little modification, this application can fit in with any pairwise alignment algorithm.

Its generic design and implementation offers the possibility for the future users to instantiate any alignment algorithm with little effort and only basic knowledge of the C++ language. The implementation provides both robustness and reusability.

This framework is instantiated by a local alignment algorithm in this project. The main advantage of the design is its high reusability. It provides two levels of code reusability:

- Input, output, data storage Matrix and main procedure are defined as object class, so the user does not need to redefine and re-implement them for their algorithm.
- The command interface for pairwise alignment algorithm has been identified and a local alignment algorithm has been instantiate. Most of the methods in this class can be re-used when defining and implementing methods for other alignment algorithms.
7.2 Future Work

The AlignmentDP application is easy to implement, understand and reuse. To make AlignmentDP a more powerful framework, the following jobs need to be carried out for improving the use of the application program:

1. Input: It is better for the application to accept more kinds of data format as input. So far, only text files with raw sequence data are accepted. If it is necessary for the application to integrate with the Emboss environment, it will need to accept some formats, which are generated by other application of Emboss.

2. Interface: For user friendliness, a graphical user interface may be needed.

3. Output: so far AlignmentDP application only supports one optimal solution; some modification of the Alignment class and trace back functionality is needed to support the output of all optimal solutions.

4. Database connectivity: For local alignment, the functionality of connecting to a database should be provided in the future.

5. The algorithm implemented is not exactly the Smith – Waterman algorithm as the one in the EMBOSS library. Function printOutputFileHeader() in WaterObjFunc class may need to be modified to prevent confusion.
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